
RAISING AWARENESS TO PREVENT THE RISE OF ASTHMA

Asthma Awareness Toolkit â€“ You can use the items in CDC's Asthma Awareness cordinated federal action plan to
reduce racial and ethnic asthma disparities control and education join together to increase awareness about asthma
and.

He explained that the disease is diagnosed by measuring lung function through a simple breathing test. The
strongest risk factors for developing asthma are inhaled substances and particles that may provoke allergic
reactions or irritate the airways. In fact, many developing countries are now caught in a stage of transition in
which they face a growing burden of allergic diseases amongst other non-communicable diseases on top of the
ongoing health problems of communicable diseases. Increased C-Section Rates Delivery by Cesarean section
is correlated with an increased risk of asthma diagnosis in childhood. Philips India, with its background in
Health Technology and through its initiatives around key health issues, is consciously raising awareness about
asthma, existence of hazardous indoor air pollutants and the role of air purifiers to combat these harmful
pollutants. In addition to this, Philips is also distributing leaflets in catchment areas to spread awareness
around Asthma and its prevention. The great-grand rats' lungs narrowed and contracted more readily in
response to asthma triggers, the study, published in American Journal of Physiology-Lung Cellular and
Molecular Physiology, found, confirming the theory. The content is provided for information purposes only.
Both long-term and short-term exposure can cause health problems such as reduced lung function and more
asthma attacks. Asthma, though not curable, can be controlled with proper management, through using
appropriate medication and avoiding common asthma triggers such as tobacco smoke, air pollution, mould
spores, and colds and flu. In fact, one of the strongest predictors of asthma in childhood is whether your
mother had asthma. Air Pollution Children living within 75 meters of areas of high traffic congestion are more
likely to develop asthma or have asthma events, especially if they have a family history of asthma or allergies.
This campaign is in line with our endeavour to spread awareness to reduce asthma triggers at home and
provide effective solutions to consumers to manage their Asthma symptoms better. New carpet may release
toxic fumes. Most of all, do not exercise outdoors on Action Days. With poor air quality and rising air
pollution, our purpose is to reduce the number of people suffering from asthma with proper diagnosis and
treatment. Many local weather forecasts warn the public about high air pollution days. It is well known that
ozone concentration is directly related to asthma attacks. Such evidences indicate early life opportunities for
interventions targeted towards the prevention of allergies and asthma. The initiative will witness Philips
organizing live demonstrations across consumer electronics and appliances stores in the country, reaching out
to respiratory patients and parents of young kids to spread awareness around health impacts of indoor air
pollution, and how air purifiers help in combating asthma triggers. Large multicounty consortia are also
needed to provide data from multiethnic populations for studies of genes and epigenetic phenomena, which
could unravel the pathophysiological mechanisms behind some noncommunicable diseases; such consortia
could also help to develop interventions that promote health globally. Avoiding asthma triggers can also
reduce the severity of asthma. This chronic lung disease causes breathlessness, tightness in the chest and
coughing. Poorly filtered air systems may spread allergens and irritants. Giving patients all of this information
will help them better manage their asthma so they can lead the best life possible. Some million people
currently suffer from asthma. Expressing his concern, Dr. Moreover climate change, reduced biodiversity [ 6 ],
change in ambient temperatures, changes in weather during pollen seasons can cause both biological and
chemical changes to pollens and have direct adverse consequences on human health by inducing disease
exacerbations especially in urban and polluted regions. Sign up for our Asthma and Allergies Newsletter!
However, for many resource-challenged countries particularly, access to appropriate asthma management
strategies â€” and medicines â€” can be restricted or simply non-existent. These are both powerful allergens.
Another study found that older adults were more likely to visit the emergency room for breathing problems
when summer air pollution was high. The Role of Genes About 70 percent of asthma risk is genetic, which
means that if asthma rates are increasing, the genetic switch that turns asthma on in certain people is being
flipped more often by changing factors in the environment. With the growing concern around the increasing
number of asthma patients and growing hypersensitivity towards various harmful pollutants present indoors,
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our endeavour is to bring in highly advanced technology that truly makes a difference to the lives of our
customers. Airborne particles, found in haze, smoke and airborne dust, present serious air quality problems. If
you have asthma, your symptoms can worsen even when ozone levels are moderate AQI  A C-section causes
changes in our gut flora during infancy, says Dr. It is a common disease among children. Even if you work in
what seems to be a chemical-free environment, you may have exposure to indoor or outdoor air pollution. But
experts disagree about whether things like air pollution and excessive cleanliness are also to blame.


